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I played it all
barrel house, ragtime, blues,
dixieland, boogie-woogie, swing,
be-bop, bop, even the classics.
It doesn’t make any difference
what names the writers and music critics paste on it.
It’s all music, and it’s all an expression
from the soul of a human being.
Willie “The Lion” Smith

Portrait of the Lion
“Ragtime means a guy that don’t know the keyboard. A ragtime player 
tickles the ivories doing whatever enters his head, because he is a fanatic, 
a conceited and very aggressive man. He does so until someone else comes 
and finally starts to truly play. He then becomes as meek as a lamb. Now: the 
difference between a ragtime player and a real pianist lies in the conversance 
with progressions, and with being able to really use both hands”.  Willie “The 
Lion” Smith, his piano, his music, his temerarious performances, and much more. 
Everything told through sound-paintings, in which his words, the poetry of 
Amiri Baraka, the noises of the surroundings, and a music that at times becomes 
howl, create different situations, fragments of life. A sound movie in which his 
compositions are freely “used”: they are disassembled, re-elaborated, and 
intertwined with different styles – from blues, to ragtime, to electronic music – 
just like he used to do with any melody. 
This lead us to a question to which we have not yet found an answer: “What are 
we screaming for, if screaming, more often than not, has no use?”
The world will be always crowded with people who chirps and burps, with 
acrobats and old buffoons with their broken fife who scamper around the streets 
of the cities.
We keep living in our unanswered question.
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Songs  (50’)

Nobody knows the trouble 
I’ve seen \ traditional

The big dipper
\ Willie”the Lion” Smith

St. Louis Blues \ W.C.Handy

Blessed Assurance \ 
Phoebe Knapp

Passionette
\ Willie”the Lion” Smith

Abide with me
\ William Henry Monk

Rippling Waters
Willie”the Lion” Smith


